A. Is this probably an opening, supporting or concluding paragraph?
How do you know?

B. How many characteristics of the American are listed?
How does the author help separate each characteristic for you?

2. Because computers are versatile (can do many things), such as teach, play
games, or help with a business, choosing a computer is not a simple, easy job.
If you follow these steps, you will find this task easier.
A. Is this probably an opening, supporting or concluding paragraph?

B. How do you know?
Z
3. The technology of word processors can be shared globally because the technology of storing text is universal. Similarly, the product concept-that is, its
basic purpose-can be shared because the idea of using microchips for
memory capacity is the same world wide. However, there are aspects that
must be considered. For example, the application must be modified locally
because of the differences in the characters (Roman versus Chinese, for
instance). The marketing concept must also be modified locally. In the United
States, for example, word processors are marked as labor-saving devices. But
in Japan, this wouldn’t work because the Japanese language has more than
3,000 characters-and writing it is faster than typing.
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A. Is this probably an opening, supporting or concluding paragraph?

B. How do you know?

+

1. People buy more goods when prices are low.
Information: people buy more goods.
Time; when prices are low.
2. As the prices of goods go up, producers make more goods.
Information: producers make more goods.
Time: as the prices of goods go up.
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3. In 1872, Samuel Butler wrote a novel.

Exercise 9

Here are some more sentences with modifying clauses and phrases
of time. Read the sentences and underline the modifying clauses and
phrases of time. The first sentence is done for you.

The Kingdom of Sukhothai existed for a short period of 200 years, and
within that time King Ramkhamhaeng ruled for onlv twentv vears. The Kingdom
rose in the thirteenth century, along with the other “Tai” kingdoms of Lanna in the
North and Phayao between Lanna and Sukhothai, and fell to Ayuthaya in the
fifteenth

century.
It was in the mid-13m century; however, that “Tai” peoples came into their

own as rulers. Prior to that, Sukhothai as a trading outpost of the powerful Khmer
Kingdom with its capital at Angkor in present-day Kampuchea. The Khmer
Kingdom reigned supreme in the region in the II’and 12’ centuries, with a
strong aid centralized government, and the Mon Kingdom of Burma was second
in power. The “Tai” people had no kingdom as such and tended toward distinct
groups of small chiefdoms but with relatively informal systems.
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1. Apartments are expensive because there are ndt enough apartments for
people to rent.
flsz~um~%?aV.n&l

819 Apartments are expensive &.U-JFI

ayfl~rf~A~~l~A?lu~~~zlon~lLM~

&I because there are not enough apart-

ments for people to rent.

2. We will not buy your product because of the high price.

flT~‘kmxh &I We will not buy your product
ak,,,,a,,,,"n7rw~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:

because of the high

price.

3. There are not enough apartments for people to rent; as a result, apartments
are

expensive.

Information: there are not enough apartments for people to rent..
Result: as a result, apartments are expensive.

4 . The price of your product is too high, so we will not buy it.
Information: The price of your product is too high
Result: so we will not buy it.
nls:ferCai?Ddi9 3-4 CiA7L&IU
a.60

as a result LLC so IJontB@M$JX~~F&l7~

wwil~~u

5. Workers are moving to the city in order to &d work.
Information: workers are moving to the city
Purpose: in order to find work.

6. Workers are moving to the city so that they can find work.
Information: workers are moving to the city

1

Purpose: so that they can find work
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Exercise 10

Read the sentences and underline the modifying clauses and
phrases that tell us about the causes, results, or purpose of the
information in the sentences. The first one is done for you.

1. When the prices of goods are high, producers can make more money, so they
make more aoods. However, consumers will not buy more goods because of
the high prices. Consumers will only buy more when the price is low; as a
result, the price must go down. Producers make more goods so that the
consumers will buy more goods. At the same time, producers must keep the
prices low in order to sell more goods.
2. An important task to be undertaken by every large city is smoke prevention
because smoke is the most common substance to pollute the air and to harm
living things. The only effective way to prevent the formation of sooty smoke is
by improving the ways of burning fuel. As a result, law to reduce the amount
of smoke has been put into effect in some big cities. For example, in some
cities, railway trains within the city limits must use electricity, and some other
cities permit the burning of only certain types of coal. A law to force car
owners to install a smoke-reducing device to the exhaust systems of new cars
has been passed in California.
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1. A renter is a person who rents a house or an apartment.
hmJludS~:fU~:

.a person

~Q~alUVUlU~lulU:

who rents a house or an apartment

2. Sir Thomas More wrote a novel about a perfect country, which he named
Utopia.
hdlW

a perfect country

&mawwiu: which he named Utopia
3. Utopia is a place where everything is perfect.
hmJ:
#QiflnalW.Il~:

a place
where everything is perfect

4. Albert Einstein, the famous physicist, once failed mathematics in high school.

hnaw:

Albert Einstein

iiafiawmu: the famous physicist
l1.&2 4 the famous physicist L?~J appositive “nn !,%dkiX.W&~71%7

t+-n.m~~1~14~lfi7 duq~~n~~uan'td

w"sol~pd~\ll~~a~~n~l~l~~~l~~l~~

5. A clause is a group of words with a subject and a verb.
i1u1u:

a group of words

himu~alu: with a subject and a verb
with a subject and a verb L~lJqwWla~
qwun kd?%%a

wa&h

ai%~l1v1~l~ai?u

~W”M “with” with a subject and a verb L?h.piUWaiUUlO~lulU

agroup ofwords !%aiaofhdTz~flni

6 t%Tiu6ierafiu ~~w~nalr~u~auuulu~lu7U

6. A phrase is a group of words without a subject and a verb.
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Exercise 11 Read the sentences and underline the modit$ng

clauses and phrased

that give information about a noun. The first one is done for you.

’ 1. Modern Times was the name of a nineteenth century anarchist community.
‘Anarchy’ is a Greek word that means ‘without a leader.’ An anarchist is a
person who thinks that all governments are bad. Pierre Joseph Proudhon, the
French philosopher, was the first anarchist. He believed that a government
with a leader is bad for the people. An anarchist community is a place where
there are no leaders, so Modern Times was a community without a leader.
2. If you are interested in scuba diving, the place where you should go for
lessons is the Sports Club Pool. ,The person whom you should see is Kenneth
Pas. The equipment that you should bring includes flippers, goggles, a wet
suit and an oxygen tank. The time when you should arrive at the pool is 6 a.m.
Saturday morning. The question of whether the club should go to Pattaya for
diving in the afternoon will be decided then.
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2. Television can provide inspiration for people to do something good for other
people. For example, when the results of a catastrophe, such as an earthquake, are shown on TV, many people are inspired to send money or
clothing to help the injured and the homeless.
&MWlu:

Television can provide inspiration for people to do something good
for other people.

oy~s=fiuAaer~uAai~~auun~ai?odl9:

For example, when the results of a

’

catastrophe are shown on TV.
: such as an earthquake
3. According to the law of gravity, everything falls toward the center of the earth.
&%ww: everything falls toward the center of the earth.
?6auluuonLLMdsdaI?:

according to the law of gravity

4. John‘s parents had promised to buy him a new car if his grades were good.
&%??%I: John’s parents had promised to buy him a new car. .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

if his grades were good.

Exercise 12 Read the sentences and underline the modifying clauses and phrases
that tell us about the place, example, source and condition.

1. According to Jared Diamond, the author of “The Worst Mistake in the History of
the Human Race,” one of the bad results of the adoption of agriculture is that
people became shorter than their ancestors were.
2. Today thousands of geologists are actively engaged in locating and exploring
mineral resources of the earth, such as coal and oil. This is just one of the
activities that geologists do because geologists are also directly concerned
with the study of water supplies.
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Furthermore, many engineering projects,
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such as tunnels, canals, docks and reservoirs call for geological advice on the
selection of sites and materials.

Exercise 12 Read the following sentences. Each sentence has one modifying
clause or phrase. Underline the modifying clause or phrase. What
kind of information about the sentences does the modifying clause or
phrase give? Write the kind of information in the space. If you need
help, look at the tab/e. The first sentence is done for you.
Signal Words for Modifying Clauses and Phrases
Cause

Purpose

Information

Because (+ clause)

so that

about a noun

Because of (+ NP)

in order that

who
which

as
in
during

Result
‘As a result
so

Example

w hwhere
ere

for example

with

such as

without

after
before

Condition
if

I

1. A builder is a person who builds houses or buildinas.
Kind of information information about a noun
2. If producers make too many goods, the consumers cannot buy all of the
goods.
Kind of information
3. Workers try to find better jobs in the cities.
Kind of information
160
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4 . Some families move into apartments when the rent for their houses increase.
Kind of information
5. Utopia has no banks because the people of Utopis do not need money.
Kind of information
6 . Rent-control laws help people who cannot pay high rents.
Kind of information
7. During World War II, the U.S. government imposed rent controls.
Kind of information
a. The government imposed rent controls in order to help the families of
workers and soldiers.
Kind of information
9. After the war, only one city - New York continued the rent control.
Kind of information
10. Today there are many cities with rent-control laws.
Kind of information

blackened. Read the paragraph and try to find what kind of
information each phrase gives. Then look at the explanation.
Having finished his home work. Gerald0 would often turn on
the television. Tired of studying but interested in learning more
English, he would watch TV to improve his listening comprehension.
Watching the news one night, Gerald0 noticed that the man reading
the news reports mispronounced the name of the president of
Geraldo’s country, the news report was about an important meeting
to be held in his country, and Gerald0 was surprised that a person
chosen for the important job of news-reporting did not know how to
pronounce the names of all the world’s leaders. Geraldo’s roommate,
a Canadian student who had visited Geraldo’s country the year
before, said that it was not surprising. “News reporters in your
country often mispronounce the name of the Canadian prime
minister.” He said.
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2 . Watching the news one night . . . . . . . . .

“While he was watching the news one night, Gerald0 noticed that
the man reading the news report mispronounced the name of the president of
Geraldo’s

country.”

n+d 2 a~~aisAaiuunnlwqlM~~~~~~~~1~
1. Tired of studying. but interested in learning more English.........
ai%EPiJnai~

2 a’%! ~%kqaLi$.Ianir?4%M~~

Gerald0 gbn%d 2 9G

Qij,a,,,,,,,d7J~~ua~~~~~~~~~~
“although he was tired of studying but interested in learning more
English.” r%&.! Ra?UMNXPIINkkIn%
“Although he was tired of studying but because he was interested
I
in learning more English, he would watch TV to improve his listening comprehension.”
2. . . . . . . to improve his listening comprehension.
a7&.rflufl~aqu~s:fun

na'xw%mmi1~b~ua6ua~

frnuL~~~~ai~aMLLJ’q~0?‘4H~l7

a$%;

“in order to improve his listening comprehension.”

&3&d rna7~~u7o7k+&:Ce4 &a
“Tired of studying but interested in improving his English, he would
watch TV in order to improve his listening comprehension.”
n+I 3 a7%aiuaa7u67u7u
1. . . . . . ..reading the news reports.. . . . . .
aa~~~~oyn~~zl~‘lur~~~~~~~~

Gkwi~nvEla\hdsz:Cuw

ai6kha-nm.m

witmaw “which was going to be held in this country.”

K&4 Aa7~~U7udaU~ali19~~~~~~
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“The man who was reading the news reports mispronounced the name of
the president of Geraldo’s country.”
2

.. . . . . . . ..to be held in his country.. . . . . . . . . .
9%338B~RLfi3U~~U?~

“meeting” It&%JUh &r27Nc1UV.rB~~Jt&ta
“5
f%laI#3Z%M&7 “which was going to be held in his country” 6NlqA F\aluuulu
ua&cfflA\~ld%d$

8~3 “The news report was about an important meeting which

was going to be held in his country.”
3 . . . . . . . . . .chosen” for the important job of news-reporting.. . . . . . . .
1%%lfJlUhdlU
dsz~~unuulun?lu

“person” IUL(S'~~UA~A7l~uUlUBU'l~t~Ua~~~~-

“who was chosen for the important job of news-reporting.” &&

w?7u~~7urna~~~~~~s~~~~

30 “Gerald0 was surprised that a person who was

chosen for the important job of news-reporting did not know how to pronounce the
names of all the world’s leaders.”
4.

. . . . . . . ..a Canadian student who had visited Geraldo’s country the year
be for:. . . . . . . .
+&lU7U~7M7N

~y~sc~fWtjuW~W

“roommate” ludsclun iblalaJuulfJoEil~t~fJ?nyy

“who was a Canadian student who. had visited Geraldo’s

country the year before.” r&&.4 PlYlN~~ufla~sz~~un~ ;a
“Geraldo’s roommate, who was a Canadian student who had visited
Geraldo’s country the year before, said that it was not surprising.”

Exercise 74 Find a number of modifying phrases without signal words in the
following

paragraph. Underline the phrases and draw the arrow to

the words or phrases they modified. Write the kind of information
each phrase give over each modiwing

phrase. The first one is

done for you.
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, manages to fly off carrying twice its own
weight. To do this, it beats its wings more than 300 times a second.
B. Straw had some very special uses in early ages. Fastened to the roof of a
house, it once meant a newly-married couple were inside. During World War
II straw was spread around places that had been badly bombed. Straw tied
to a horse ‘s tail once meant that the horse was for sale.
C. Traditional Thai Dressga
oin
can be clearly seen in
historical and archaeological evidence in seven district periods covering a
total span of 1,500 years. With each successive period, one can also see the
evolutionary process of traditional Thai dress up through the first half of the
20’h century. The seven periods are denoted primarily according to archaeological finds, and history, as opposed to “Dress”, but the Dress of each period
can be determined in astounding detail based on the archaeoloaical

finds.

Most American newspapers publish an enlarged Sunday edition
containing articles about the news of the day and of the week, plus a number of
entertainment

and

advertisement

supplements.

1Js=~~u~~“79~~~nuna’ilnL~M1JT~~~”A~

1 Iii 3 dszhn

1) Most American newspapers publish an enlarged Sunday edition,
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2) This Sunday edition contains articles about the news of the day
and of the week.
3) This Sunday edition contains a number of entertainment and advertisement

supplements.

Exercise f5 Simplify the following sentences by dividing them into two or more
shorter sentences. The first one is done for you.

1. Owners of home computers can receive their news directly from the wire
services - news agencies which supply newspapers, magazines, radio, and
television with news report - through specie1

telephone links.

1) Owners of home computers can receive their news directly from the wire
services through special telephone links.
2) Wire services are news agencies which supply newspapers, magazines,
radio; and television with news reports.
2. Although man is by nature a land animal, he lives in a world whose surface is
70 percent water.

1)
a

3)
3. Slow readers often lose the train of thought because of the length of time taken
to get through a reading passage.

1)
2)

4 . Child rickshaw pullers, who are generally malnourished, fall easy victims to a
range of diseases including heart trouble and tuberculosis.
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1)
2)

3)

e

5. Mothers are advised to abstain from eating some kinds of vegetables and fruit,
for instance, bananas and oranges, fearing that some poisonous substance
from the fruits will be passed to the babies through their milk.
1)

2)

3)

6 . Frequent exposure to noise of 80 decibels or above and even exposure of a
sufficient duration to sounds in the 70 to 80 decibel range lead to diminished
hearing ability.

1)

2)

7. The origins of this holiday are uncertain, but according to one legend it gets its
name from a Christian priest named Valentine who lived in Rome during the
third century after Christ.
1)
2)
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3)
,

4)
8. There are two types of twins:

identical twins, who look exactly the same

because they have identical genetic characteristics, and fraternal twins, who
have different genetic characteristics.

2)

3)
9 . Oscar and Jack are identical twins, separated when they were babies by their
parents’

divorce.

1)
2)
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pld%lkl~ active voice
1.’ RU students read the RU Newsletter.
$l.lnl%~EiA

passive voice

2. The RU Newsletter is read by RU students.

d%tafl$3,4 iiih-ti?M%$hainis

%*m~u~kywuw

by

1. Daily newspapers are designed to be read quickly.
2. Sunday newspapers are intended to entertain as well as inform.
3. A valentine was sent by Charles, Duke of Orleans, to his wife when he
was a prisoner in the Tower of London
4 . Jack was brought up by his father in Trinidad.
5. More twins must be studied, and the results must be carefully compared.
6. No answer has yet been found to the “heredity vs. environment”
question.
ds~hmm.lawl
~*=bnLuPj7~n~u~un’noJ~IR

l-6 ~~~~~,~~IL~M~T=~~u~~QPM
finAnw~7u7snmau~~~“il

dxkm~ 1 nSulun’n

&I

are designed

h:Cuni 2 fkmn’n

%I

are intended

~Is:lun~ 3 n?uluCn &I
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was sent
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nJsz%mTi 4 fifkm4n’n ;a

was brought up

dszhni;j 5 r-&m&7 &2

must be studied, must be
compared

dsz:fund

6 n%lw?n k.i

has been found

The man

1. ~I~~~~F~~~~~NI~~vIA~u

-j & a

2. ~~onels~~~w~~~~~~~~onLigW814L)4=~~R
Kamhmiu

(clauses)

The man questioned was shot dead.

Lknaun”?u clauses: The man was questioned.
The man was shot dead.

The man who was questioned was shot dead.
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4 . amgd relative pronoun LK verb to be 1~ relative clause r%z~r.$
The man questioned was shot dead.
(¶70~Mli/OnPIBUl?ldOnB~rn7ola(lu~~)

1. The dish used for soup is called a bowl. The dish used for main course is
called a plate.
2. The crackers made by Rianthong are the best.
3. Mrs. Saisuda stormed out of the room, infuriated by her nephew’s behavior.
4 . The jewels, wrapped in an old rug, had been smuggled out of the country.
5. Founded guilty by the jury, Mr. Chote was returned to his prison cell.
6. Ox-carts loaded with sad-eyed peasants and their children and possession
rolled away, leaving dust and memories behind.
7. The knife taken from his father’s toolbox flashed in the noon sun.
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In order to determine the extent to which human characteristics
are influenced by heredity and environment, James Shields compared
identical twins who were brought up together with identical twins who
were brought up apart.
lJsmu

Ra

James Shields

n?uictrSn &I

compared: to compare something with something

ntOu (object) %I

identical twins

Main clause k?ttn

James Shields compared identical twins with identical twins
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